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ABSTRACT
This investigation sought to determine the panticipation motives of
youth soccer athletes and the relationship of genden, age, skill level,
and f requency of competition to those motives. Subjects (N = 180)
were youth soccer athletes, ages I I - I 8 yeans, that competed in the
1988 fall interscholastic soccer program at identified junior and senior
high schools in the Wayne and llonr'oe counties of New York. Subjects
completed the Participation llotives Questionnaire (6ill, Gross, &
Huddleston, I983), which assessed 30 motives f or participation in
sport, and a pensonal background questionnaire that assessed
infonmation Concerning genden, age, and frequency of competition.
Coaches wene requested to evaluate the skill level of each athlete.
Desriptive statistics, factor analysis, and univariate statistical
techniques were used in data analysis. iesults revealed that the most
important motives were fun, skill development, and f itness. Facton
analysis results revealed that the motives cou'ld be grouped into genenal
factors. The eight factors identif ied in onder of most important to
least important were Action-Excitement, Competition, Skill and
Fitness Development, Team-Oriented, Achievement Status, Enengy
Release, Social Status, and Situation. Age was not a signif icant
variable (p > 05) in the importance ratings of the participation
motives. 6enden, slcill level, and frequency of competition were
signif icant variables (p < .05) in importance ratings of the motives.
llales rated the Social Status and Achievement Status factors higher in
importance and the Energy Release factor lower in importance than
females. The below-average skilled athletes rated the Competition and
Team-Oriented factors lower in importance than the highly-skilled and
avenage-skilled athletes and the Action-Excitement factor 'lower in
impontance than the highly-skilled athletes. Athletes who competed
only in the fall season rated the Action-Excitement and Achievement
Status factors Iower in importance than those athletes who competed in
additional indoor and summer seasons. These results were interpreted
according to the personal factor by situational factor interaction model
of motivation and a number of coaching suggestions were outlined.
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ChaPter I
INTRODUCTION
Although sport, is already a well-established social institution, it
continues to become an incneasingly integral part of Western cttlture.
Not on'ly does the phenolnenon of sport encoinpass a vast number of
people, it has penetrated all levels of society as evidenced by the"
increasing popularity of organized youth s!:orts. Nationally, oven 30
organizations, such as Little League of America and Pop Warner Football,
promote and develop youth sport oppoi'tunities (Hartens, 1978). 0n the
regionai and local levels, thousands of additional opportunities are
offered through neliqious organizations (Yot:ng lYen's Christian
Association and Catholic Youth Organization), comnnunity service clubs
(Kiwanis and Veterans of For^eign Wars), and community parks and
recreation prognams (Benryman, 1978; Plantens, l97B; Seefeldt,
t978).
Currently, it is estimated that 20 mil'lion children, ages 6-i6
years, participate in a variety of organized sport pnograms in North
America (6ould, Feltz, Horn, & Weiss, 1982; tlagill, Ash, & Smoll,
1978; Plartens, 1978). 0f these, l0 million are under the age of l4
(l"lartens & Seefeldt, 1979) and approximately 7 millicn are girls
(Gill, Gross, & Huddleston, 1983). Studies indicate that these
children, grades 2-5, average 5. I 3 hr per week in organized sport
(llagill & Ash, 1979) while older children average l2 ht' per week
during an lB-week season (6ould & llartens, 1979). ln addition to the
large number of childnen participating, 1.5-2.5 million adults are
I
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2actively involved as ccaches, off icials, and administrators in these
programs ( Martens , 1978; Plartens & Seef bldt, t979).
As youth sport has continued to grow since its inception in 1903
(Berryman, 1978), sport psychology research in youth sport has
continued to progress as well. Specifically, the need fo;'research in
the area of participation nnotirres for youth spot't participants has
recently gained much attention. 6ould (1982) surveyed sport
psychologists, coaches, and administrators on 29 psycholog'ica! issues
inyouth sports and found the twp issues of why children participate arrd
why they discontinue participation to be two of the greatest concerns in
youth sports. 6ill et al. ( 1983) stated that the Youth Sport lnstitute
at Michigan State University has motives for joining and discontinuing
youth sports as its highest research priority. Additionally, with the
estimated youth sport attrition rate between22-37% (Klint & Weiss,
l986), it is clear that participation motives should become a research
priority.
lnformation generated from panticipation motives research could be
used as a guide for coaches to structure their methods to ensure that
their athletes are rnotivated for continued participation. Weinberg
(l9Sl) suggested that motivation is an important determinant in an
athlete's continued participation in youth sports. Further, level of
motivation is the result of the interaction between personal factors and
situational factors. Participation motives research would be benef icial
in highlighting the cnitical situational factors coaches could manipulate
to increase their athletes' motivation for continued participation.
Personal factors could be highlighted to enable the coaches to adjust
=iケ｀,.
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3their coaching style to better meet the needs of their athletes'
perscnalities and increase their athletes' motivation for continued
participation. lt is hoped that increasing athletes' motivation for
continued participation will increase the Iength of the athletes' careers
and decrease the attrition rate.
6ill et al. ( l9s3) deveioped the Participatiott l.lotives
Questionnaine (PllQ) to identify participation motives for youth iport
participants. Studies have used.the Pl10 to identify participation
motives for a vat'iety of youth sports, such as gymnastics and
swtmming, and their relatjonship to such variables as gender, intensity
of participation, years of experience, skill level, and age (6ill et al.
1983; Gould, Feltz, & Weiss, 1985; Klint & Weiss, 1986). This
investigatjon attempted to discover the participat.ion motives of youth
soccer ath'letes and the relationship of gender, age, skill level, and
frequencv of competition to these motives'
ScoPe of Problem
This investigation sought to determine the participation motives of
youth soccer athletes and the relationship of gender, age, skill level,
and frequency of competition to those motives. selected junior and
senioi- high schoois ivcaled ir,'.iie'vVayne andllonroe counties oi i'iew'YorK
that provide a fall interscholastic Soccer program, a winter indoor
program, and a Summer recreational program were identif ied' Youth
soccer athletes, ages I l-18 years, that"competed in the 1988 fall
interscholastic programs of these identif ied schools were asked to
volunteer as subjects for this investigation' Subjects (N = 180) were
administered the pl10 and a personal background questionnaire 
(PBo).
|
4The pp10 assessed 30 motives children have for participating in soccer.
The 6-item PBO assessed chronolog'ical age in years, gender, frequency
of soccer competition, years of soccer competition, and history of other
sport competition. Descriptive statistics, explonatory factor analysis,
and univariate statistical techniques were used in data analysis.
Statement of Problem
This investigation sought to determine the participation motives of
youth soccer athletes and the relationship of gender, age, skill level,
and frequency of competition to those motives. The 30 motives
asse.ssed by the Pl'10 (6ill et al., 1983) were the dependent variables.
. 
6enden, age, skill lerrel, and fnequency of competition were the
independent variables. Data collected in this investigation were used
to determine the participation motives for youth soccer athletes and the
relationship of gender, age, skill level, and frequency of participation
to those motives.
Hyootheses
The following hypotheses were tested for the purpose of this
investigation:
l. There will be no signif icant gender dif ferences in panticipation
rnot!ves.
2. Thene will be no signif icant age dif fer^ences in participation
motives.
S.Therewil.lbenosignificantskillleveldifferencesin
part'i ciPati on motives.
4.Therewillbenosignificantfrequencyofcompetition
dif ferences in participation motives'
f
5Assumotions of lnvestigation
The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this
investigation:
l. The subjects followed the directions given for completing the
questionnaires.
2. The subjccts i'esponded truthfully t,o the questionnaires.
i. The mental capabilities of the subjects were within the normal
range for children of those ages.
Def inition of Terms
The following terms were openationally defined for the purpose of
this investigation:
l. Skill level : Skill was assessed,on a 3-po'int'rating scale (l =
highly-skilled athlete, 2 = average-skilled athlete, 3 = below-average
skilled athlete).
(a) Highly-skilled athlete (HSA): The athlete plays 75-100% of a
game and must be a starter. The athlete has or will be receiving skill
recognitions such as All-County, most valuable player, State Select, 0r
Empire State Games ParticiPant.
(b) Average-skilled athlete (ASA): The athlete plays 25-74% of
a garne and may 0r nnay not be a stanten. The athlete has not or will not
be receiving skill necognitions.
(c) Below-average skilled athlete (BAA): The athlete plays less
than 25% of a game and has not or will not be a starter.
2. Particioation motives : The reasons a child has for
participating in spont.
3.Youth soccer athlete: Male and female children,ages l!―18
(1■FJギ ・ 1・'1
6years, from identif ied junior or senior high schools that part.icipated in'
the 1988 fall interscholastic soccer progFarn.
4. Freouency of comoetition: The number of soccer programs an
athleie competed in durinE the calendar year. This was categorized by
one program, two programs, or three programs.
(a) One orogram : Tite at.hlete oniy competed in the fall
interscholastic soccer program
(b) Two orograms: The athlete competed in the fall
interscholastic program and in either the winter 0r summer program.
(c) Three orograms: The athlete competed in the fall, winter,
and summer programs.
Del imi tations of lnvest.igation
The following delimitations were made for the purpose of this
investigation:
l. The investigation involved only male and female soccer
athletes, ages t I - I 8 years, that had the opportunity to participate
during a fall interscholastic, a winter indoor, and a summer
recneational soccer programs.
2. The investigation measured only the 30 participation motives
as assesserJ by i,he Pl1Q.
3. 0nly 180 subjects from the Wayne and Monroe counties of New
York participated in this investigation.
Limitations oi I nvestigation
The following limitations were made for the purpose of this
investigation:
l. Results of this investigati6n'can only be generalized to youth
?
．
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7soccer athletes who are similar to those in the investigation.
2. Results are only relevant to the motives assessed by the PI1Q.
3. Results are only generalizable to athletes from similar size
communities and geographic locati6n of these subjects.
ChaPter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of related literature for this investigation will focus on
the following areas: (a) motivation as an interactional process,
(b) cognitive evaluation theory, (c) participation motives research, and
(d) summary.
l"lotivation as an lnteractional Process
Currently, it is estimated that 20 million children, ages 6-16
years, participate in onganized sport programs in Nonth America (6ould,
Feltz, Horn, & Weiss, 1982; Magill, Ash, & Smoll, 1978; llartens,
1978). However, the estimated ejttrition rate of youth sport
participants is 22-37% (Klint & Weiss, 1986). Weinberg (1981)
suggested that for youth sport'participants, motivation is an i'mportaht
determinant in their continued participation. To revense the cunrent
attrition rate, coaches need to develop an understanding of the role
motivation plays in continued panticipatton for young athletes.
The most current thinking in the general psychological literature
suggests that behavior is the nesult of the continuous interaction
between the person and the situation in which he/she is placed
(Alderman, lr978; Weinberg, l98l). This interactjonal model can
assist coaches in undenstanding the pnocess involved in motivating young
athletes. Specifically, Weinberg (1981) interpreted this model to
suggest that the athlete's level of motivation is determined by this
intenaction of personal factors (pensonality) and situational factors
(environment).
て 、
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ln using this model to effectively motivate their athletes, coaches
must be able to identify the situational factors involved and must
understand how to manipulate'these factors to increase their athletes'
motivation in the sport environment. Alderrnan ( 1978) described these
situational factors in two distinct ways.- First, situations can-be
described in objective terms that fbcus on the real or actua! physical and
- social stimuli of the situation: 
'Physical features, such as the-stadium
or the pool itself, have the potential to motivate the athletes. Social
stimuli, such as spectators and opponents, can potentially motivate the
athletes as well.
Second, situations can be described in terms of the athlete's
subjective perception of the psychological stimuli inherent in the
situation. Specif ically, how does the athlete perceive himself/herself
in relationship to the situation (e.9., experienced, skilled, or
unsuccessful), and how does the athlete perceive the situation itself
(e.g., threatening 0r challenging)? Further, what expectancies does the
athlete attach to the situation and its outcome (e.9., win or lose), and
what incentive value does the athlete attach to the potential outcomes
of the situation (e.g., a high incentive value) (Alderman, 1978)?
Coaches can manipulate many of these situational factors to
increase an athlete's level of motivation. For example, coaches of
youth soccer athletes can increase motivation by reducing the actual
size of the physical features involved (e.9., the field, the goal, and the
ball). This would decrease the chances of the athletes negatively
perceiving the situation (an 8-ft. high soccer goal) and themselves in
relationship to the situation (an 8-year-old goalie defending this 8-ft.
l0
goal). Another example would be to schedule the games at a time that
would allow for the greatest number of spectators Gocial stimuli) to
attend.
Coaches must also be able to identify the personal factot's involved
and must understand how to adjust their coaching styles to better meet
the needs oJ their athletes'-personalities. Sorne irnportant persqnal
factors coaches need to consider ar^e the athletes' personalities,
interests, attitudes, and needs. Because of their varied backgrounds,
the athletes will bring to the sport environment their own unique set of
pensonal factors. Consequently, the coach can expect each athlete to
react differently to a specif ic situation. For example, those athletes
with strong social needs may be mone motiVated in a practice session,
whereas those with strong competitive needs may be more motivated in
a game (Alderman, 1978). For coaches to ef f ectively motivate their
athletes, they need to understand each of their athletes' perscnalities
and adjust their styles accordingly.
To effectively motivate their athletes, coaches need to bean in
mind that level of motivation is the result of the interaction between
personal factors and situational factors: Consequently, it is irnportant
for coaches to identify ancl manipulate situational factors and to
recognize pensonal factors and adjust their coaching styles accordingly
to increase thein athletes' level of motivation fon continued
participation.
Cognitive Evaluation Theory
The cognitive evaluation theory can further enhance a coach's
undenstanding of the relationship between motivation and continued
手、.1:l、二l.il =`vil i子:
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participatlon.  Deci(1975)statedrthaし・intrih芭ltally:■otivated'
behavior is based in a person's needS fbr pelceiVびd cOmpet nce and
se!f―determination.  perceived competence can best be described in
terms of perceived level of ability.  Athietes will seek out and persist
in optirnally challen9ing activities that provide opportunities―fo「 ――
success and provide accldrate, self―enhancing feedback concerning level
of ability(Gerson, 1977: Kleiber, 1981j Weinberg, :981; げ｀ iriberg &
」ackson, 1979)。  Self―deterrnination can best be describefiin term5 0f
perceived locus of causality.  Self―deterrnined athletes perceive
themselves as having an internal locus oF control, that iS, they view
themselves as being the cause of or in control of their own‐behav or
(Alderman, 1978).  ConVersely, those athletes with a perceived
external locus of causality view external facto「s such as rewards, high
task difficulty, and luck as being the cause of o「in co trol of th iF
behavlo「(Vallerand, Deci, & Rソan, 1987; Weinberg & 」acksOn, 1979).
cognitive evaluation theorγ
‐
COntends that any event that afFects
peoplest perceptlons of competence and self―deterrninatlon can
potentially affect thei「intFinSiC motivation.  FurtherJ all events have
two aspects:  a contro1ling aspect and an informational aspect.
Contro1ling events can be described as those occurences that
pressure an athlete toward a specific outcome.  These events cause a
shift in locus of causality from inteFnal to external, which negatively
affects pe「ceived self―d terrninationo  Consequently, the athlete wil:
experience a decrease in intrinsic FnOtiVation (Va‖erand et al., 1987).
These events can be external, such as rnoneyj prizes, and verbal
feedback frorn the coach, o「intern l, such as guilt, fear, and e9o
t2
involvement (Ryan, Vallerand, & Deci, l9B4).
An external.controlling event would be a father paying his child
(e.g., a beginning goaltender) each time a successful save is made.
This goaltender becomes motivated to perform by the external
controlling event of payment. Removal of this controlling event
(payment) could cause a shift in locus of causality frorn internal (i.e.,
the goaltender's save determines payment) to external (i.e., the father
determines payment regardless of goaltender's behavior) and a decrease
in intrinsic motivation. Typically, the athlete will cease to continue
participation once the payment has been removed (Halliwell, 1978).
lnternal events have essentially the same effect. For example, those
runners who are motivated by guilt to run every day will cease to run
once the guilt is removed.
lnformational events provide accurate feedback concerning the
athlete's perceived competence (Vallenand et al., 1987). Positive
feedback enhances and negative feedback undenmines perceived
competence and, ultimately, intrinsic motivation. These events can be
external, such as awards and verbal reinforcement from the coach, or
internal, such as positive feelings after a Successful performance
(Alderman, 1978; Ryan et al., 1984). lt is important to note that
feedback can only affect penceived competence if the athlete feels
self-determined (i.e., a coach's compliment on an athlete's perfonmance
will enhance perceived competence only if the athlete feels he/she was
the cause of his/her own behavior) (Ryan et al., 1984).
An example of an external informational event would be an award
based on the quality of performance (e.9., most valuable player) rathen
●｀ ア
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than the outcome of performance (e.9., f irst place trophy). The award
based on the quality of performance would give the athletes valuable
positive feedback concerning their level of ability. This type of award
would enhance perceived competence and, ultimately, intrinsic
motivation.
The athlete's perception of an event is as impontant as the event
itself in determining whethei it is controlling or informational
(Halliwell, 1978). lf the award itself is informational but the award
neceipient perceives it as controlling, then the award is actually
controlling in this case. Additionally, Vallerand et al. (1987) stated
that females tend to perceive positive feedback as controlling while
males typically perceive the feedback as informational.
The cognitive e'raluation theory has several implications for
coaches concerning thein development of strategies for motivating
athletes. ln enhancing self-determination, coaches shou'ld create a
democnatic atmosphere (Alderman, 1978; Vallerand et al., 1987). ln
creating this atmosphere, coaches could have group discussions and
group consensus in the development of team goals. Coaches could also
encourage their'athletes to bning drills to practice, to lead various
segments of the pnactices, and to have input in the development of game
plans (especially older, more expenienced players) (AIderman, 1978;
Halliwell, 1978; Weinbeng, l98l ). Strateg'ies such as these will
enhance the athletes Sense of responsibility, autonomy, and internal
locus of control, and, ultimately, intrinsic motivation.
There are several strategies coaches can use to enhance perceived
cgmpetence. One important strategy is to create opportunities for all
t4
the athletes to experience success. lt is important to note that males
f ind success more intrinsically motivating than females (Weinberg &
Ragan, 1979) and that athletes find non-competitive situations more-
intrinsically motivating than competitive situations (Vallerand et al.,
l9S7). With this in mind, Gerson ( 1977) recomrnended that coaches
develop self-testing .si tuati ons .that provide stlccess and accunate
feedback concerning level of abiiity. Foi'etarnoie, coaches can develop
juggling skills by instructing,their athletes tc juggle as many-times as
possible in I min. Coaclies then challenge iheir players to increase -
their total number of juggles by one during the nexi l-min trial. This is
a relatively non-competitive situation as the athletes compete only
within themselves and not against teammates. lncreasing the number
of juggles by one is a goal that most athletes can obtain, however,
coaches can ensure success by going slightly oven the I min time limit to
enable all athletes to obtain this goal. Coaches may wish to repeat this
challenge more frequently with males, who tend to be more motivated by
success, than with females (Weinberg & Ragan, 1979).
ln enhancing perceived competence, coaches must take great care
in controlling the le.rel of diff iculty for their athletes. Coaches can
adapt the length of the oame. the rules, the number of players involved,
and the srzes of the field, the goal, and the ball to ensure success for
all of their athletes. Further, the coaches can also control the Ievel of
difficulty of their schedule to ensure opportunities for success for their
athletes.
Coaches must also take great care in the use of newards so as not
??
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to shift the athletes'iocus of causality from internai to external,
First, it is recommended that coaches neward participation rather than
outcome of participation (0rlict< & Botterill, 1975). Second, rewards
should be informative (i.e., provide accurate, positive feedback
concerning Ievel of ability) rather than controlling (i.e., manipulate
athletes toward a specific cut,corne) (Vallerand et, al.; 1987;'Weinberg, "
t98,1). Third, it is important that coaches get to know their athletes
well enough to understand if their athletes will perceive a reward.as
controlling or informative (Halliwell, 1978). Finally, coaches can
limit the use of external rewards as these tend to shift locus of
causality.from internal to external.
There ate a variety of stnategies coaches can employ to enhance
perceived competence and self-determination and, ultimately, intrinsic
motivation. Coaches need to develop an understanding of the cognitive
evaluation theory in order to use these strategies effectively in
motivating their athletes for continued participation. -'i
Participation Plotives Research
Participation motives research highlights specif ic motives or
reasons for participation that coaches should create or reinforce in the
sport environment. Consequently, information generated from
participation motives research can be used as a guide for coaches to
structure their coaching methods to ensure that their athletes are
motivated for continued participation. Early research in this area
focused on assessment of attitude toward physical activity. Although
several studies using a variety of techniques appeared in the literature,
they generally suffered from three major shortcomings (Kenyon, 1968).
,  1
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First, researchers usually limited their inquiries to just physical
education classes and competitive sport teams rather than exploring
physical activity in its broadest sense. Second, the instruments used
in assessment were rarely developed according to appropriate test
construction procedures. Third, testing procedures failed to account
for the multidimensionality of physical activity.
Kenyon (1968), in an attempt to allieviate these shortcomings,
proposed a conceptual framework based on the function physical activity
serves in society. His f irst step was to reduce the broad domain of
physical activity to six subdorirains and construct individual scales to
assess each of the subdomains. These six subdomains were as follows:
l. Physical activity as a social experience (means of meeting
social needs).
Z. Physical activity for health and f itness (means of enhancing
pensonal health).
3. Physical activity as the punsuit of vertigo (means of
experiencing exc'itement and risk).
4. Physical activity as an aesthetic experience (means of
experiencing beauty).
5. Physical activity as catharsis (means of releasing tension).
6. Physical activity as an ascetic experience (means of providing
a competitive experience).
Finally, he tested a large group of secondary school students using these
scales and found that physical activity as a social experience had the
strongest meaning for them.
Kenyon's model proved useful in a numben of ways. Previously, it
I l'
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was thought that achievement was the primary motivator for
participation in sport (Alderman, 1978). Kenyon's model demonstrated
that there are a vaniety of reasons for participation in sports or physical
activities. Further, Kenyon's (1968) study and two follow-up studies
by Alderman ( 1970) and Smoll and Schutz ( 1980) revealed that
participants were more int,erested in physical activity as a social
expenience and aS an aesthetic expenience than as a means for
achievement. Finally, Sonstroem and Kampper (1980), in a follow-up
study on middle school boys, found Kenyon's scales useful in predicting
whether or not a person would actually participate in physical activity
or sport.
Although Kenyon's model did shed considerable light on the
multidimensionality of physical activity and was useful in predicting the
likelihood of a penson participating in physical activity, it had one
major shortcoming. This model could not answer the question of why
athletes participate in physical activity or sport. ln an attempt to
answer this question, researchers began to investigate the area of
parti cipati on motives.
ln an attempt to answer this question, Weick ( 1975) sought to
discover the'participation motives of college men and women with the
use of her own testing instnument. Weick found that both men and
women nated having fun and getting regular exercise as the most
important motives for panticipation. Weick also discovered some
gender differences in the importance of these motives. Women rated
the motives of making new friends and controlling weight highen than
men, and men rated improving self-conf idence and experiencing success
t8
or achievement higher than females.
McPhenson, l'larteniuk, Tihanyi, and Clark ( 1980) sought to
discover the participation motives of age group swimmers with the use
of their own testing instrument. They discovered that the most
important motives for all swimmers were to learn to swim better, to
have fun, to learn discipline, and'ro learn to cope with stress.
Although both studies were an important f irst step in highlighting
the most important participation motives, both suffered from two major
shortcomings. First, these studies failed to extend or develop a
specific psychological theory concerning participation motives.
Second, the researchers did not use a standardized testing instrument.
Fortunately, research in participation motives is now based on
psycholgical theory and uses standardized testing instruments.
Current research in participation motives has been guided by the
theoretical model developed by Birch and Verof f ( 1966). They asserted
that behavior was directed by the seven major motive-incentive systems
of sensory, aggression, achievement, af f iliation, curiosity, power,
and independence. Alderman and Wood ( 1976) modif ied this model for
sport.
The se,ren major moti.re-incentive systerns for sport developed by'
Alderman and Wood ( 1976) were:
l. lndependence: The incentives that revolve around the
opportunity to do things on one's own without criticism or help.
Z. Power: The incentives that revolve around the opportunity to
control and influence other people.
3. Aff lliation: The incentives that revolve around the
1■
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opportunity to attain, maintain, and consolidate personal relationships
with others.
4. Arousal: The incenttves that revolve around the opportunity
for stress, excitement, and interesting expeniences.
5. Esteem: The incentives that revolrre around the opportunity
for prestige, recognition, status, and socia'! approva'l
6. Excellence: The incentives that revolve around the opportunity
for being very good at something or for being better than anyone else at
something, for its otvn sake.
7. Aggression: The incentives that revolve around the
opportunity to subdue, intimidate, injure, on dominate other people.
Alderman and Wood developed their own testing instr.ument based on
this model and tested a group of male (ages I l- l4 years) hockey
players from Canada. They found the most salient incentive systems
for this group to be affiliation, excellence, and arousal. Also of
interest, they found the independence and aggnessicn systems to be
lesser in importance for this gt^oup. They also found that while the
systems were nelatively independent of each other, they did amalgamate
to produce combinations of systems.
Alderman and Wood made considerable strides in participation
motives research by basing their study on Birch and Verof f's ( 1966)
theoretical model. However, disappointing reliability f igures for their
testing instrument further highlighted the need for a neliable,
standardized testing instrument for the assessment of participation
motives.
Gill, Gross, and Huddleston ( lgBJ) sought to develop a
∵≒ざ集
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StandaFdiレedf 「Istrument for the assessment of palヽLicil〕ation・rnc ives.
引1l et al.iⅢⅢ IW deVe:Oped the Partittpation HotWes―Ques●onndre in
a pilot study,1なlthe university of water100.丁he members of an
undergraduatごspo「t psychO:ogy class interviewed i 500 particilants in
ソ。1lth Cpo「ts (adultS and childrten)in develooinc a 37-iteFn
qucstiOhnaiFC f●r ass●3Sment of participation motiソび3.「「he‐
qりestil「lrlaire was bdlninistered to a grCup of:nall and ferfial●youth
SCCCtr pa「tiCipanis and modifiCatlons wlre made.The Final FeSult was
ttte 3,「、li,m paFtiCipatloo γ:otiVやE QueStlo∩naire(F`ド10'csed in the
,cむrro｀ntっtudγ.
IR the sttJdy by Gill et al.(1983), the PMO Was ad「linistered to
maloS andifenlales at the lowa Su「lrrler Sport3 Ch001 to exaFline ge■dcl｀
・differenCes in,articipation rnotives.  ReslJlts revea!ed that both rn日les
and ielγlbies 9,Ve the h19hest ratings to the motives to improve skilis,
to haveれin, to l●孝r,neヽA′ Skills, to be physica1ly Fit, and likes the
cいallenge..～∵摯9「gender differences were.observed.Males rated the
motive likesithe challenge higher in impo「tance,and females rated the
鋪otive to have funぃigher in impo「tance.  The motives that were rated
as least important were to get rid of energy,to travel,to release
tlnE19n,tづ09"p口lar,and Parents or friends want me to p12y.Agttin,
9ender differences were observed as males rated the motive to get rid
of energy higher in importance, and females rated the motives to be
popular and parents o「friends want me to play higher in importance.
61ll et al. then used factor analysis to deterrnine whether these 30
individual rnctives could be grouped into general catego「ies or fac rs of
motives,The results ylelded the e19ht faCtOrs of Achievement Status,
轟Iボ
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Team-Oriented, Fitness-Oriented, Energy Release, Friendship, Fun,
Situation, and Skiil Development. Both males and females rated the
factors of Skill Development and Fun as most important"and the factors
of Energy Release and Situation as least important. Gender differences
were obser.vecl. Ilales rated the Achievement Status factor higher in
importance, ano females rated tne Fun factor higher in importance.
Generally, these results were similan to those found by Alderman and
Wood ( 1976).
The use of the questionnaire itself revealed no problems in format
or administration, and it was easily understood by the subjects.
Psychometric testing revealed that the internal consistencies of the
factors were generally good with the Achievement Status,
Team-Oriented, and Fitness-Oriented factors showing especially high
reliabilities. The nesults from factor analysis were positive in that the
motives grouped together into distinct and logical factors.
ln a follow-up study using the PPIQ, 6ould, Feltz, and Weiss
( 1985) examined participation motives and the relationship of these
motives to gender', zg0, ability, and level of experience for competitive
youth swimmers (ages 8- l9 years). Factor analysis revealed the seven
factors of Achievenrent Status, Team Atmosphere, Excitement-
Challenge, Fitness, Energy Release, Skill Development, and Fniendship.
Those factors rated highest in importance were Fitness, Team
Atmosphere, and Skill Development, respectively. Generally, these
results were very similar to those of 6ill et al. (1983) with the
exceptions being that no Situation facton was revealed and that the
ミ11ダヾ
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motive to have fun did not load onto a factor. lt is important to note
that the motive to have fun was rated highest in importance by the
swimmers.
Gould et al. ( 1985) observed dif fenences in participat-ion motives
based on genden, '?g0, and years of experience, and no differences based
on ability. The results revealed that females rateC the factot's of
Fitness and Friendship and the motives to have fun and to have something
to do higher in importance than males. The youngest age group (8- I I
years) rated the f actor of Achievement Status and the motives to have
something to do, likes the coach, parents orclose friends want me to
play, and to use the facilities higher in importance than the oldest age
group ( l5- l9 years). lt is important to note that there were n0
observed dif f erences in f actors f or swimmers' ages 12- 14 and l 5- 1 9
years. Those swimmers with less than I year of experience rated the
Skill De'relopment factor higher'in importance than the other two groups
of experienced swimmers (2 to 4years and over 5 years of experience).
ln another follow-up study using the Pl'10, Klint and Weiss (1986)
sought to compare the participation motives of competitive,
recreational, and dnop-out gymnasts, and to compare participation
motives to attrition motives. The nesults of factor analysis revealed
the seven factors of Competition, Action, Fitness, Team Atmosphene,
Situation, Social Recognition, and Challenge. Generally, these factors
were very similar to those found by Cill et al. ( 1983) and 6ould et al.
( 1985), with the most notable dif ference being the lack of a Friendship
factor. Also interesting to note was that the motive to have fun loaded
onto two factors (Team and Situation).
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Klint and Weiss observed differences in participation motives
between the three groups of gymnasts. Results revealed that the
competitive gymnasts nated the Competition and Fitness factors and the
motive to improve skills higher in importance than the drop-out
gymnasts. The competitive gymnasts also rated the Competiton factor
highcr in importance than the recreational gymnasts. Further, the
recreational gymnasts rated the Situation and Fitness factors higher in
importance and the Competition and Action factors lower in importance
than the drop-out gymnasts.
Klint and Weiss also compared participation motives to attrition
motives and found no signif icant relationship between the two sets of
motives. 6ould, Feltz, Horn, andWeiss (1982), inasimilarstudyof
attrition motives, also found no signif icant relationship betwden
participation and attrition motives. Consequently, it appears that
attrition can not be explained by a lack of or reversal of participation
motives. These f indings demonstrated the need to examine
participation motives separately from attrition motives.
Results from studies using the P1"10 (6ill et al., 1983; 6ould et al.,
1985; Klint & Weiss, 1986) were supportive of the theoretical model
proposed ['y Aldenman and Wood ( 1976) which theorized that motives
could be gnouped into systems or categories. Passer ( l98l )
summarized these studies by suggesting that participation motives for
youth sport participants can be grouped into six major categories or
factors of motives as follows:
l. Aff iliation: This could be divided into two factors ref lecting
team atmosphere and friendshiP.
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2. Excitement: This factor includes such motives as action,
challenge, novelty, and interesting activities.
3. Skill Development: This factor includes such motives as io
improve 0r learn new skills, and to be good at something.
4. Energy Release: This factor includes such motives as to get
ricl of enerEy and t0 i elease 'iensi0n.
5. Success and Statusr This factor includes such motives as to
win, to gain rewards, to gain'recognition, and to feel important-
6. Fitness: This factor includes such motives as to stay in
shape, to get exercise, and to be physically fit.
To rank these factors in terms of importance is diff icult as one
must consider the individual differences of youth sport participants.
Passer (1981) generally concluded that, with the exception of Energy
Release, all of these categories of motives are important determinants
of sport participation. These studies also indicated that the most
important individual motives for participation are fun, skill
de,relopment, fitness, andfriendship (Henschen, 1986; Ogilvie &
Howe, 1986). Further, though a few differences based on gender, ?9€,
years of experience, and level of competition were discovered (6ill et
?1., 1983; 6oulC et a!., !935; Klint & Weiss, 1986), the general
pattern of motives was quite similar for all athletes (Passer, l98l ).
Summary
Currently, an estimated 20 million children participate in
organized youth sport programs in North America (6ould et al., 1982;
Magill et al., 1978; l"lartens, 1978). However, the estimated attrition
rate of youth sport participants is ?2-37% (Klint & Weiss, 1986).
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Weinberg (1981) suQgested that motivation is an important determinant
in the athlete's continued'participation. Further, level of motivation is
a result of the continuous interaction between the athlete (personal
factors) and the environment (situational factors). Consequently, for
coaches to effectively motivate their athletes for continued
participation they need to be able to ideniify and manipulate situational
factors and to recognize and to adjust their coaching styles to..personal
factors to increase their athlete's level of motivation for continued
participation.
The cognitive evaluation theory can further enhance a coach's
understanding of the relationship between motivation and continued
participation. This theory contends that intrinsically motivated
behavior is based in a person's needs for perceived competence and
self -determination (Deci, 1975). Consequently, any event which
affects a person's per'ception of competence and self-determination can
af fect their intrinsic motivation. Further, all events have two aspects:
a controlling aspect (i.e., manipulates an athlete toward a specif ic
outcome) and an informational aspect (i.e., provides accurate feedback
on levei of ability). Coaches can use their understanding of the
cognitive evaluation theory to develop a variety of strategies for the
enhancement of their athletes' motivation for continued participation.
Participation motives research highlights specif ic motives 0r
reasons for participation that coaches should create or reinforce in the
sport environment. Subsequently, information generated from
participation motives research can be used as a guide for coaches to
structure their coaching methods to ensure that their athletes are
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motivated for continue participat′on.  ln t alirj3earch invostigated
attitt:de toward physical activity t八lderman夕 !970; Kenycn, 1968,
SmoH & Schutzp 1980; 5onstroem & Kampper′ 1980).  Though this
research could not be used to answer the question of why athletes
participater it Was iJseful in defining the nlultidimensionality of
physical activity.
Researchers,using the seven majol mot市ё―in“百t市 l■tems
model proposed by Birch and Veroff(1966)and modifiさむ11r spttrt by
Alderman and Wood (1976), have pegun tO exarnine triё tuOstiO Of why
athletes participate in o「ganiz d y uth spoFt.  lnfoFmatiOn generated
frorn participation rnotivos research indicated that the rnoSt impo「tant
motives fo「participation are fun, skill development, fitness, and
f「iendship(Henschen, 1986; Ogilvie & HOWe, 1986; SCan!an &
Passer, 1980).
Passer (1981)surnrnarized participation rnotives research by
suggesting that rnotives fo「part cipatlon can be gFOuped into six
Cate90riOs o「factoFS Of mOtives as follows: Affiliation, Excitement,
Skill Development, Energy Release, Fitness, and Success and Status.
Passer concluded that with the exceptlon of Energy Release, a:l of these
CategOFieS are・impo「tant deterrninants of spoFt participation.   FuFther,
though a few differences based on gender, age, years of experience, and
level of competition were discovered (6ill et al., 1983: 6ould et al.,
1985; Klint & Weiss, !986), the general pattern of F■OtiVes is quite
similar for all athletes(PasSer, 1981).
ln conclusion, coaches can use their understanding of the
interactional process of motivation,the cognitive evaluation theory,
_「´ ご1'たよ ・ド・ I・■■′
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and the information generated by participation motives research as a
guide for developing strategies for motivating their athletes for
conti nued partici pation.
ChaPten 3
I1ETHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter will outline the methods and procedures used in
gathering data fon this investigation. The chapter is divided into the
following sections: (a) selection of subjects, (b) testing instruments,
(c) methcd of data collection, (d) scoring of data, (e) treatment of
data, and (f) summary.
Selection of Subiects
Selected junior and senior high schools located in the Wayne and
llonroe counties of New York that pr'ovide a fall interscholastic soccer
pnogram, a winter indoor program, and a Summer recreational program
were identified. Youth soccer athletes, ages I I - I 8 years, that
competed in the 1988 fall interscholastic programs of these identif ied
schools were asked to volunteer as subjects for this investigation (N =
180). Permission was obtained f rom the principals to have this
investigation conducted in their schools (Appendix A). lnformed
consent forms explaining the purpose, procedures, and conf identiality
of the investigation were distributed to and signed by the coach and a
parent prion to the athlete's signing of .the informed consent form
(Appendixes B, C, & D).
Testing lnstruments
The Panticipation Plotives Questionnaire (Pl'lQ) (6ill, 6ross, &
Huddleston, 1983) and a personal background questionnaine (PBO) were
administered to the subjects. The coaches wene requested to evaluate
the skill level of each athlete.
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The PMQ assesses 30 separate motives that children have for
participating in sports (Appendix E). The Likert scale was modif ied
from the original S-point scale to a S-point scale to increase variability
(tl. R. Weiss, personal communication, July, 1988). The S-point scale
was as follows: 5 = very important, 4= important, 3 = a little
important, 2= not very important, and i = not imporlant at ail. For
the purpose of this invest'igation, the directions for the PllG were
modif ied to instruct participants to rate on a scale of I to 5 the
importance of each motive as it pertains specif ically to soccer. 6ould,
Feltz, and Weiss (1985) established a test-retest reliability of .68 for
the Pl1Q.
The PBO consists of six items assessing chronological age in years,
gender, frequency of soccer competition, years of soccer competition,
and histony of other spont competition (Append'ix F).
Coaches recorded a skill level rating for each player on a team
roster and returned this to the researchen prior to the testing date.
Subjects were not aware of this rating pnocedure. The skill letrel rating
was based on a S-point scale as follows:
I - Highly-skilled athlete (HSA): The athlete plays 75-100% of a
ge!'ne and must be a starter. The athlete has orwill be receiving skill
recognitions, such as All-County, most valuable player, State Select,
or Empire State 6ames participant.
2-Average―skilled athlete(ASA):
game and may or may not be a starter.
be receiving skill recognitions.
3-Below―average skilled athlete
The athlete plays 25-74%of a
The athlete has not or、″ill not
(BAA): Th  athlete plays less
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than 2596 of a game and has not or will not be a start-er-
llethod of Data Collection
The researchen met individually with principals to obtain
permission to conduct this investigation in their schools. The purpose,
procedures, and conf identiality of the investigation were explained at
this meeting.
The researcher met individualiy with the coaches of the teams to
explain the purpose, procedures, and confidentiality of the study. The
coaches signed informed consent forms giving their consent to
participate and allowing the reseacher to ask their athletes to volunteer
as subjects. The coache's then received instruct'ion on testing
procedunes and skill rating procedures. Coaches were instructed to
meet with subjects to inform them of the purpose, procedures, and
confidentiality of the investigation, to announce the testing date and
site, and to distribute parental informed consent packets.
Subjects were instructed by thein coaches to deliver panental
consent packets to their parents, discuss their participation with their
parents, and return signed packets to their coaches. At the testing site,
each subject received a packet containing an informed consent form, the
PNQ, the PBQ, and a pencil. The purpose, pnocedures, and
conf identiality of the investigation wene,explained and informed consent
forms were signed by subjects. Those not w'ishing to participate
neturned the packets to their coaches and returned to the gym for an
alternate indoor soccer activity. Upon completion of the
questionnaires, subjects placed the informed consent form and the
questionnaires in their envelopes, printed their names on the envelopes,
and returned the packets to thein coach. Upon completion of testing,
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the coaches returned all data to the:reseacher.
Scoring of-QAlg.
Skill level ratings were transferi$ to the questionnaires, and
subject, numbers were assigned before the data were entered into the
computer. Ali PilO and skill Ievel data v/ere subntitted for treatment,
and oniy the f irst foi.ir iterns of the PBC weie submiit-ed foi'ti"eatment.
The remaining two items of the PBO were stored for future use.
Treatment of Data
The means and standard deviations for each of the 30 motives were
calculated and motives were rank ordered by their means. Exploratory
factor analysis (0. Bromberg, personal communications, April, 1989;
Kim & l"lueller, 1982) was used to group the motives into general
categories or factors of motives. Principal components analysis with
varimax factor rotations were performed to identify factors with an
eigenvalue > 1.0 (D. Bromberg, personal communications, April,
t989).
Univariate statistical techniques were used to detenmine the
relationships of the identified factors to the variables of gender, age,
skill level, and frequency of competit,ion. ln all instances, the .05
ler.,el was set for the acceptance of signif icance.
Summary
Selected junior and senior high schools located in the Wayne and
Monroe counties of New York that provide a fall interscholastic soccer
program, a winter indoor program, and a summer recreational program
wene identif,ied. Youth soccer athletes, ages I l-18 years, that
competed in the 1988 fall interscholastic programs of these identif ied
.=11を真ギ
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schools were the subjects (N = 180) for this investigation. Coaches
administered the PtlO and the PBQ to the subjects, rated each subject's
Soccer skill level, and then returned tlre data to the researcher.
The means and standard deviations for each of the 30 motives were
calculated, and the motives were ranked by their means. Exploratory
factor analysis was used to group the motives into factors of rnotives.
Univariate statistical techniques (g ( .05) were used to determine the
relationships of the individual factors to gender, age, skill level, and
frequency of competition.
?
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ChaPten 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results of the investigation are presented in this chapter'. The
chapter is divided into the following sections: (a) motive analysis,
(b) factor analysis, (c) gender analysis, (d) age analysis, (e) skill
level analysis, (f ) frequency of competition analysis, and (g) Summary.
llotive Analysis
The f irst step in the analysis of data was to calculate the mean
ratings of the 30 motives with very impontant scored as 5, important as
4, a little important as 3, not very important as2, and not impontant at
all as l. Plotives were then ranked from highest to lowest based upon
thein mean ratings.
Results are given in Table l. The mean ratings ranged f rom 4.58
(l like to have fun) Lo 2.37 (my parents or close friends want me to
play). The f ive most most highly nated motives were to have fun, to
stay in shape, to be physically f it, to improve skills, and to experience
excitement. The f ive lowest rated motives were to tnavel, to release
tension, to be popular, to get rid of energy, and parents or close friends
want me to play.
Factor Analysis
The next logical step was to bring the investigation beyond the
descriptive le,rel by identifying general categonies or factors of
participation motives through the use of exploratory factor analysis
(D Bromberg, personal communication, April, 1989; Kim & Mueller,
?
?
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Table I
Pleans, Standard Deviations,. and Rank Order of Motive Ratings
Motive Rank
?
?
??
?
I like to have fun.
I want to stay in shape.
I want to be physically fit.
I want to improve my skills.
I like the excitement.
I like the action.
I want to compete.
I like the team work.
I like the challenge.
I want to learn new skills.
I like to'get exercise.
I like being on a t-eam.
I like the team spirit.
I want to go to a higher level.
I want to do something l'm good at.
4.58
4.50
4.6
4.43
4.42
4.41
4.N
4.35
4.34
4.33
4.30
4.28
4.27
4.14
4.08
.55
.72
.80
.71
.72
.14
.70
.68
.69
.77
.83
.70
.80
.96
.86
?
?
?
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Table I (continued)
Motive Rank
??
?
?
?
I like to win.
I like to have something to do.
I like the coaches or instructors,
I like to meet new friends.
I like to feel important.
I want to be with my friends.
I Iike the rewards.
I want to gain status or recognition.
I like to get out of the house.
I like to use the equipment or facilities.
I like to travel.
I want to release tension.
I want to be popular
I want to get rid of energy.
l1y parents or close friends want me to play.
3.83
3.75
361
3.54
3.45
3.54
3.44
3.31
3.05
304
2.90
2.82
2.64
2.62
2.37
.96
r.00
r.09
r.03
.99
t.04
t.l8
l.t7
1.32
l.l5
1.26
103
1.21
r l5
1.29
t
\
l,
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lgB2). Principal components analysis with vanimax factot'rotations
were performed, and eight factors of motives with an eigenvalue greater
than 1.0 were identified. Factorweights (1 .45), eigenvalues, and
percentages of variance for the factors are given in Table 2 (for clarity,
only factor weights I .45 are given),
A priori decision was made concerning rnotives that had factor
weights ). .45 on two factors. lf 'the motive did not have a factor
weight I .55 0n one of the factors, then this motive was not considered
to be discrete. lf the motive had a faetor weight t .55 on one of the
factors, then this motive was considerEd to be discrete and was
included in the analysis of that factor.
0f the 30 motives analyzed, four motives loaded on two factors
with neither factor weight being I .55. These motives (to be popular,
to get out of the house, to get exercise, and to have something to do)
were not considered discrete and will not be discussed in data analysis.
one motive (improve skills) loaded much more heavily on Factor I (.75)
than Factor 2 (.45). This motive was considered discrete and will be
included in Factor I analysis only. Two motives (to have fun and to do
something I am good at) did not load on any of the eight factors and will
not be discussed in data analysis.
Factor I loaded on f ive motives and was labeled Skill and Fitness
Development (SF). The f ive motives were to improve skills, to learn
new skills, to be physically fit, to go to a higher level, and to stay in
shape. Factor 2 loaded on four motives and was labeled Team-Oriented
(T0). The foun motives were team spirit, teamwork, being on a team,
and like the coaches or instrrctors. Factor 3 loaded on three motives
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and was labeled Achievement Status (AS). The three motives were to
win, to gain rewards, and to feel important. Factor 4loaded on two
motives, get rid of energy and release tension, and was labeled Energy
Release (ER). Factor 5 loaded on f ive motives and was labeled Social
Status (SS). The five motives were to be with friends, to meet new
friends, to travel, to gain status; and to be popular. Factor 6 loaded
on two motives,' challenge and to compete, and was labeled Competition
(C0). Factor 7 loaded on two motiYes, equipment or facilities and
parents or close friends want me to play, and was labeled Situation
(51). Factor I loaded on two motives, action and excitement, and was
labeled Action-Excitement (AE).
Factor rating scores (FRS) for each factor were calculated by
summing the means of the motives loading on the factor, then dividing
by the nunrber of motives on the factor. Factors were then ranked from
highest to lowest by FRS. Results are given in Table 3. Factors
ranking in order of highest to lowest FRS were AE, C0, 5F, T0, A5, ER,
SS, and 51.
Gender Analysis
Separate FRS were calculated for males and females, and the
results are given in Table 4. Results indicated both males and females
nanked the AE and C0 factors highest and the ER and Sl factors lowest.
Further, the FRS indicated that males rated the AE, C0, SS, AS, and Sl
factors higher, and females rated the T0, SF, and ER factors higher.
The next step was to determine if these differences between
males and females were signif icant. I tests were performed to test
the null hypothesis that there would be no significant dif ference
?
、
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Table 3
FRS and Rank Order of Factors
Factor FRS
Action-Excitement
Competition
Sk'ill and Fitness
Team-0riented
Achievement Status
Energy Release
Social Status
Situation
4.42
4.37
4.34
4.13
3 5r
331
3.17
3.05
?
、
．．
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Table 4
FRS and !-test Scores for Gender
Factor
Female
(2・93)
Male
(■887)
?
Action-Excitement
Competition
Team-0riented
Skill and Fitness
Social Status
Achievement Status
Energy Release
Situation
4.36
4.29
4.!9
404-
2.32
2,78
2.33
2.17
449
4.45
406
3.97
3.03
3.25
2.12
2.28
1。37
1.65
1.35
,94
1.98■
4.47■
2.59■
1.||
美2 く .05.
‐、
?
?
．
、
?
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between males and females in each of the eight identif ied factors.
Results are given in Table 4. Results revealed no signif icant
difference (p > .05) between males and females in the factors of AE,
CO, T0, 5F, and 5l factors. Thus, the null hypothesis was accepted
for these factors. Results revealed significant differences for the
factors 5S, !( 179) = !.98, g < .05; AS, !( 179) = 4.47, p < .05; and
ER, !(179) = 2.59, p ( .05. The null hypothesis was rejected for
these factors. The FRS revealed that males rated the SS and AS factors
signif icantly higher, while females rated the ER factor significantly
higher.
The f irst hypothesis in chapter I stated that thene will be no
signif icant gender differences in participation motives. Signif icant
differences were revealed in the AS, SS, and ER factors. Thus, this
hypothesis was nejected.
Age Analysis
Separate FRS were calculated for each of the three age groups:
group I = ll-13 years, group 2= 14- 15years, and groupJ = 16-18
years, and the results are given in Table 5. The nesults indicated that
all groups ranked the AE and C0 factors highest and the ER and Sl factors
lowest. Further, the FRS for each factor indicated a variety of
differences between age groups.
The next step was to determine if these differences between the
age groups were signif icant. Univariate analysis of variance (AN0VA)
techniques were performed to test the null hypothesis that there will be
no significant age differences in each of the eight identified factors.
Results (see Table 5) revealed no signif icant age differences
., 'I
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Table 5
FRS and ANOVA fo「Age Groups
6r'oups
Factor
1
(■=49)
2
(n=55)
3
(ュ=76)
?
?
Action-Excitement
Competition
Team-0riented
Skill and Fitness
Social Status
Achievement Status
Energy Release
Situation
4.42
4.43
4.09
4.07
3.09
2.96
'2.27
227
4.43
4.37
4.08
4.00
2.86
3.05
2.27
2.25
4.42
4.31
4.18
3.97
2.85
3.02
2.13
2.17
.00
.43
.48
.59
2.!!
2.00
1.18
.44
〓
?
?
?
?
?
．
．
?
?
?
??
?
?
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(g > .05) in any of the eight factors. Thus, the null hypothesis was
acceptedfor each of the eight factors.
The second hypothesis in chapter I stated that there will be no
significant age differences in participation motives. No significant
differences were revealed, therefore, this hypothesiS was accepted.
Skill Level Analysis
Separate FRS were calculated for each of the three skill levels:
highly-skilled athlete (HSA), average-skilled athlete (ASA),
below-average skilled athtete (BM), and the nesults are given in Table
6. Results indicated that all skill levels ranked the AE and C0 factors
highest and the ER and Sl factors lowest. Further, the FRS for each
factor indicated a variety of differences between the skill levels.
The next step was to determine if these differences between skill
levels were signif icant . Univariate AICIVA techniques were performed
to test the null hypothesis that there will be no signif icant skill level
differences in each of the eight identified factors.
Results (see Table 6) revealed no significant skill level
differences (g > .05) in the factors of SF, SS, AS, ER, and Sl. Thus,
the null hypothesis was accepted for these factors. Results revealed
signif icant differences for the factors AE, E(3, 177) = 4.60, g < .05;
CO, E(3, l77l = 4.76, p < .05; and T0, E(3, 177) = 4.98, P ( .05.
The null hypothesis was rejected for these factors.
Newman-Keuls tests were used to specifically locate the skill level
differences in FRS in the AE, C0, and T0 factors. The results
(see Table 7) revealed that BM rated the C0 and T0 factor significantly
lower than HSA and ASA and the AE factor significantly lower than HSA
、??
??
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Table 6
FRS and ANOVA for Skill Levels
Skill Level
Factor
?
?
??
?
74)
ASA
(■=79)
BAA
(n=27) F
Action-Excitement
Competition
Team-0riented
Skill and Fitness
Social Status
Achievement Status
Energy Release
Situation
4.58
4.49
4.23
4.06
2.89
3.07
222
2.17
4.36
4.36
4.14
4.00
2.96
2.98
2.25
2.27
4.!9
4.06
3.80
3.85
2.86
2.97
2.20
2.24
4.60X
4.76X
4.98X
I.51
.30
.37
.07
t48
Xュく.05.
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Table 7
Newman-Keuls Test for Skill Levels
Action-Excitement
Skill Level
FRS
Newman-Keuls
HSA
4.58
A
ASA
4.36
A&B
BAA
4. t9
B
Competition
Skill Level
FRS
Newman-Keuls
HSA
4.49
A
ASA
4.36
A
BAA
4.06
B
Team-0riented
Skill Level
FRS
Newman-Keuls
HSA
4.23
A
ASA
4.14
A
BAA
3.80
B
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The third hypothesis in chapter I stated that there will be no
signif icant skill level differences in participation motives. The
signif icant differences were revealed in the AE, C0, and T0 factors.
Thus, this hypothesis was rejected.
Freouency of Comoetition Analysis
Separate FRS were calculated for each of the three frequency of
competitiongroups (FCG): group I = I program, group 2=2 programs,
and group 3 = 3 programs. The results are given in Table 8. Results
indicated that all FCG ranked the AE and C0 factors highest and the ER
and Sl factors lowest. Further, the FRS for each factor indicated a
variety of differences between the FC6.
The next step was to determine if these differences between FCG
were significant. Univariate Al.lOVA techniques were performed to test
the null hypothesis that there will be no signif icant frequency of
competition differences in each of the eight identif ied factors.
Results (see Table E) revealed no signif icant frequency of
competition dif ferences (g > ,05) jn the factors 0f C0, T0, SF, SS,
ER, and Sl. Thus, the null hypothesis was accepted for these factors.
Results reVealed significant diffenences for the factors AE, il3, 177t. =
4.12, g ( .05, and A5, E(3, 177) = 3.36, p ( .05. The null
hypothesis was rejected for these factors.
Newman-Keuls tests were used to specif ically locate the frequency
of competition differences in FRS in the AE and AS factors. Results
(see Table 9) revealed that group I rated the AE factor significantly
lower than gnoups 2 and 3 and the AS factor signif icantly lower than
group 3.
|
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Table 8
FRS and ANOVA for FCG
Groups
Factor
?
?
?
‥
???
〓?
? 30)
2
(ュ=74)
マ
(■〒76)
Action-Excitement
Competition
Team-0riented
Skill and Fitness
Social Status
Achievement Status
Energy Release
Situation
4.13
4.25
4.05
3.98
2.80
2.73
2.32
2.39
4.45
4.31
4.03
3.99
2.89
2.98
2.19
2.22
4.5!
4.47
4.25
4.03
2.99
3.14
2.23
2.16
4.12姜
|.77
2.72
■4
.86
3.36贅
.70
1.34
贅2 く .05.
'Iabie 9
Newman-Keuls Test for FCG
Action-Excitement
Skill Level
FRS
Newman-Keuls
H5A
4.13
B
A5A
4.45
A
???
?
．
?‐
?
Achievement Status
Skiil Levei
FRS
Newman-Keuls
HSA
2.73
B
A5A
2.98
B&A
BAA
3.14
A
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The fourth hypothesis in chapter I stated that there will be no
significant frequency of competition differences in participation
motives. Signif icant differences we,'e revealed in the AE and AS
factors. Thus, this hypothesis was rejected.
Summary
l'1ean ratings of the 30 pa;"ticipation rnctives ranged from
4.58 to ?.37. The five most highly rated motives for youth soccer
participants were. to have fun, to stay in shape, to be physically f it, to
improve skills, and to experience excitement.
Exploratory,factor analysis using principal components arialysis
with varimax rotations were performed to identify eight factors of
participation motives, and FRS were calculated for each. The eight
factors in order of highest to lowest FRS were AE, C0, SF, T0, AS, ER,
SS, and Sl.
I tests were used to neveal the signif icant difference between
males and females in the eight factors. The signif icant differences
revealed were males rated the SS and AS factors higher than females,
and females rated the ER factor higher than males. The f irst hypothesis
in chapter I was rejected.
Univariate AMVA techniques were used to reveal signif.icant
age differences in the eight factors. No significant diffenences
(g > .05) between age groups were revealed, and the second hypothesis
in chapter I was accepted,
Univariate ANOVA techniques were used to reveal signif icant skill
level differences in the eight factors. "Significant differences
(p < .05) were revealed in the AE, C0, and T0 factors. Newman-Keuls
':itイ●ィi
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tests were performed to specif ically locate these dif ferences. Results
revealed that BAA rated the T0 and C0 factors signif icantly lower than
HSA and ASA and the AE factor signif icantly lower than HSA. The third
hypothesis in chapter I was rejected.
Univariate AN0VA techniques were used to reveal significant
frequency of competition tJifferences in the eight factors. Signif icant
differences (g ( .05) were revealed in the AE and AS factors.
Newman-Keuls tests were performed to specif ically iocate these
differences. Results indicated that group I rated the AE factor lower
than groups 2 and 3, and the AS factor lower than group 3. The fourth
hypothesis in chapter I was rejected.
Results revealed that significant differences in the factor rating
Scones of the eight factors existed between genders, skill levels, and
frequency of competition groups, but not between age groups.
Chapten 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results presented in chapter 4 will be discussed in this
chapter. The chapter is divided into the following sections: (a) mean
importance ratings, (b) factor analysis, (c) genden analysis, (d) age
analysis, (e) skill level analysis, (f) frequency of competition
analysis, and (g) summary.
llotive Analvsis
The means and standard deviations were calculated for each of the
30 motives, and the motives were ranked from highest to lowest
representing the most important to the least important. The f ive most
important motives were to have fun, to stay in shape, to be physically
f it, to improve skills, and to experience excitement. The motive to
harre fun was ranked as most important. These findings were similar to
those of previous studies using the Participat'ion llotives Questionnaire
(PmO) (Gill, Gross, & Huddleston, 1983; 6ould, Feltz, & Weiss,
1985; Klint & Weiss, 1986). Participants in these studies also ranked
the fun, skill development, and f itness motives as most important.
Further, othenresearchers (Henschen, 1986; l"lcPherson, Marteniuk,
Tihanyi, & Clark, 1980; Ogilvie & Howe, 1986; Scanlan & Passer,
1980; Weick, 1975), using a variety of instruments, also found that
fun, fitness, and skill development were the most important motives
for participation.
The f ive least important motives were to travel, to release
tension, to be popular, to get rid of energy, and parents on close friends
52
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want me to play. These findings were identical to those of 6ould et al.
( reEs).
These results have some implications for coaches. First, it
appeans that coaches should provide ample opportunities for all thein
athletes to experience fun and excitement both in games and in practices
(Rarick & Seefeldt, 1977). Second. the results suggest that coaches
could not only provide opportunities for irnprovement of current skills,
but could continue to challenge their athletes with new, more advanced
skiils as well. Third, the results support the need fon coaches to
structure practices to ensure that the athletes' level of fitness is being
maintained. Fortunately, the current trend in soccer is to combine all
f itness training with skill de,relopment. This allows the coaches to
make f itness training more intenesting for the athletes.
Factor Analysis
Exploratory facton analysis using principal components analysis
and varimax rotation was used to identify eight factors of motives and
factor rating scores (FRS) -were calculated for each. The factors
ranked in order of highest to lowest representing the most important to
lebst impontant were Action-Excitement (AE), Competition (C0), Skill
and Fitness Development (5F), Tbam-Oriented (T0), Achievement
Status (AS), Energy Release (ER), Social Status (SS), and Situation
(Sl). These results were similar to those of previous Pl10 studies (6ill
et al., 1983; Gould et al., 1985)-and earlier studies on attitudes toward
physical activity (Alderman, 1970; Kenyon, 1968).
The AS, T0, Sl, ER, and 55 factors were nearly identical to those
factors in studies by Gill et al. (1983) and 6ould et al. (1985).
1‐:■ ′: i「
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Further, the AS, SS, AE, 5F, and ER factors were very similar to the
ascetic (competitive experience), social (meeting social needs),
vertigo (excitement and i'isk), health and f itness (enhancing personal
health), and catharsis (release tension) subdomains found in related
attitude toward physical activity studies by Alderman ( 1970) and
Kenyon ( 1968).
The SF factor in this investigation was different from previ<lus
Pl10 studies. The motives loading on this factor loaded on two separate
factors of skill development and fitness in studies by 6ill et al. (lgBJ)
and 6ould et al. ( 1985). The latest trend in soccer tnaining techniques
can be used to explain this unusual loading. The new direction in soccer
is to cornbine skill development with fitness training. lt is rare to see
athletes developing their level of fitness without the use of a ball as
these two elements are no longer considered separate in soccer training.
Thus, the combination of these two elements of tnaining would account
for the combination of these two sets of motives loading onto one factor.
Results revealed that the motive to have fun did not hearrily load on
one of the eight factors, which is similar to the f indings by Gould et al.
( I 985). The" niotive to have fun loaded on one f actor in the study by 6ili
et al. (1983) and loaded onto two factors in the study by Klint and
Weiss (1986). The motive to have fun may be important to all of the
factors making it unlikely to discriminately load onto just one factor.
Fon this reason, Passer ( l98l ) suggested that the motive to have fun be
considered a separate motive rather than associated with one specif ic
factor.
Coaches should note that the two most important factors were the
:,■
'`´
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AE and C0 factors. This finding suggests that coaches, when
structuring their practices, should ensure that all of their players have
the oppontunity for action and excitement. Particular attention should
be paid to those athletes who receive little playing time in an actual
game. Competitive and challengirtg practice situations could be
structured in a manner that would allow the athletes'locus of causality
to remain internal (Vallerand, Deci, & Ryan, l9B7). To accomplish
this, coaches could emphasize the athlete competing with
himself/herself rather than with teammates. For example, coaches can
challenge their athletes to increase their total number of juggles by one
each day rather than to challenge them by inquiring as to who can do the
most juggles. This will ensure that the athletes' locus of causality
does not shift from internal to external and result in a derease in
intrinsic motivation (Vallerand et al., 1987).
Gender Analysis
T tests were used to re,real significant differences between males
and females in each of the eight factors. Signif icant differences
(g ( 05) were found in the AS, 5S, and ER factors.
Results revealed that males rated the AS factor signif icantly
higner in importance than f emales, and females raied the ER factor
significantly higher in importance than males. These finding were
similar to previous studies by 6ill et al. (1983), 6ould et al. (1985),
and Weick ( 1975).
Results revealed that males rated the 55 factor signif icantly
higher in importance than females. This f inding is contrary to previous
studies by Gill et al. ( 1983), 6ould et al, ( 1985), and Weick ( 1975).
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An exami.nation of the motives loading on this factor reveals a possible
explanation. The motive to gain status (which males tend to rate
higher in importance) loaded on the SS facton rather than the AS factor
as in previous studies (6ill et al. 1983; 6ould et al. 1985). Further,
Seefeldt, 6illiarn, Blievernicht, and Bruce (1978) suggested that a
higher social status for maies can be ciepencient upon their achievement
in sports and indicated that males would value social status as much as
achievement.
These results have some implications for coaches. First, coaches
could create opportunities for males to expenience Success without
overemphasizing winning (6erson, 1977). Coaches can accomplish this
by emphasizing the quality of performance rather than the outcome of
performance. This can be accomplished by encouraging the athletes to
set goals pertaining to the skill or tactical elements of the game
(e.9., shooting with the lef t foot). The athletes' focus should then be on
obtaining these goals rathen than winning. Second, males need to be
newarded for successful perf ormances. Kleiben ( l98l) and Weinberg
( I98l ) suggested that the reward give accurate feedback concerning the
athletes' level of ability and reinforce the athletes' self-worth. This
reward does not have to be elaborate. lt can be as simple asverbal
feedback fnom the coach. Third, coaches can create special
opportunities for social interaction among teammates, especially for
females. Finally, coaches need to create ample opportunity for
movement (energy release) in practices, especially for females.
Age Analysis
Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques revealed no
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signif icant age differences (g ) .05) in any of the eight factors.
These f iridings were consistent with f indings by 6ould et al. ( 1985).
Coaches should note that all three age groups rated the AE and C0
factors as most important. Coaches need to create opportunities for
athletes of all ages to experience action, excitement, challenge, and
competition (without overemphasizing winning). Further, as the
athletes grow older, coaches need to continue to offer opportunities for
ski I I development and advancement.
Skill Level Analysis
Univariate AtrlOVA techniques revealed signif icant skill level
differences in the eight factors. Although some similarities existed,
signif icant differences (p ( .05) were found in the AE, C0, and T0
f actors. These f indings were contrary to those of 6ould et al. ( 1985)
who found no signif icant differences between skill levels.
The differences centered around the athletes of below-average
skill (BAA). Athletes in this group rated the C0 and T0 factors lower in
importance than both the highly-skilled athletes (HSA) and the
average-skil'led athletes (ASA). The BAA also rated the AE factor
lower in importance than the HSA.
These i'esults can be interpreted in different ways. Generally,
the BAA experience less playing time in both games and practlces than
the ASA and the HSA lt is not uncommon to have these athletes feel
that they are not a part of the team because they do not contribute in the
games. This would account for the T0 factor being rated lower in
importance. Additionally, it would seem logical for this group to rate
the AE factor lower in importance as they would experience less action
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and excitement than ihe more-skiiled atltietes that receive more playing
time. Further, coaches need to look at the level of challenges and
competition (the C0 factor) they present to the BAA. Ilany coaches
tend to center their challenges around pushing the HSA on to higher
levels without adapting these challenges to meet the needs of the BM.
- The BAA can easily become overwhelmed by challenges and conrpetition
rather than intrinsically motivated by them.
These results have several implications for coaches. First,
coaches need to give as much playing time to the BAA as possible so they
can expenience the action and excitement of the game and feel like they
are contributing members of the team. Second, coaches can assign the
BAA to leadership positions. These athletes could have the
responsibility of leading warm-ups or starting a drill. This can be very
effective in helping the BM to feel that they are contributing to the
team. Third, coaches should design realistic challenges for the BAA.
Practice sessions could have drill adaptations to allow the BAA to
experience success rather than to be overwhelmed. When substituting,
coaches may f ind it useful to surround the BAA with higher skilled
athletes who can assist the BAA.
Fneouency of Comoetit ion
Univariate ANOVA techniques were used to reveal signif icant
frequency of competition differences (p ( .05). Although there were
many similarities, significant differences (p ( .05) were found in the
AE and AS factors. At the time of this investigation, no other studies
concerning frequency of competition were available for comparison.
Specif ically, athletes who participated only in the fall
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interscholastic season rated the AE factor signif icantly lower in
importance than those who participated in either one or two additional
season. Further, the fall season athletes rated the AS factor lower in
importance than those who participated in two addit'ional seasons.
Currently the trend in soccer is to develop a successful program by
encouraging the athletes to play all year (additional seasons'beyond the
fall interscholastic season). Using this trend as a guide, the results
were interpreted to yield the following suggestions for coaches. First,
coaches could structure their additional seasons (winter indoor and
summer recreation) so that all athletes receive ample (if not equal)
playing time. This would make these additional seasons more
attnactive and intrinsically motivating for the athletes. Second,
coaches could provide opportunities for all athletes to achieve without
overemphasizing winning. This can be achieved by allowing the athletes
to compete (on a limited, informal basis) in indoor tournaments and
summer soccer league games. By structuring additional seasons in this
manner, coaches can make additional competition more attractive and
intrinsically motivating for a greater number of athletes.
Summary
Descriptive statistics, exploratory facton analysis, anC univariate
techniques yielded results that were similar to those of previous studies
on participation motives.
Descriptive statistics revealed that motives relating to fun, skill
development, and f itness were rated most important by the athletes in
this investigation. Fun, which is considered to be a motive rather
than a factor, was nated highest in importance in this investigation.
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Coaches,_ when structuring their practices, should provide ample
oppontunities for all their athletes to expenience fun both in games and
practices. Further, coaches can make f itness training more interesting
by combining it with skill development.
Factor analysis results supported the concept that motives can be
giouped into general caiegoi-ies of i'notives. The eight fac'uors in order
of most important to least important rvere AE, C0, SF, AS, ER, SS, and
51. Coaches neerJ to ensure ample'opportunities for all their athletes to
expenience action and excitement in both practices and games. Further,
coaches can structure competitive situations so that the athletes are
competing with themselves rather than teammates.
Results revealed that males rated the AS and SS factors higher in
importance than females, and females rated the ER factor high in
importance-than males. These results suggest that coaches need to
create opportunities for males to experience Success and to reward
males for successful performances. Also, coaches should create
special opportunities for social interaction both on and off the field,
especially for females.
Results nevealed that there were no significant differences
between age groups in any of the eight factors. Consequently, coaches
need to continue to offer opportunities for action, excitement,
challenge, competition, and skill development as the athletes age.
Results revealed that significant differences centered around the
BAA who rated the AE, CO, and T0 factors lower in importance than the
HSA and the ASA. The coaches can give the BM as much playing time
as possible and adapt their training techniques to allow them to
i  tr i:  二:
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experience rnone success in competitive situations.
Results nevea'led that signif icant dif ferences Detween FCG wbre
found in the AE and AS factors. Coaches can use lhis information to
make additional competition rnore attractive to their athletes. First,
coaches could provide ample (if not equal) playing time to all athlei'es
invoived in additional programs. Second, coaches could provicie
competition in these prcgrams by scherluling indoor tournaments and
summer league games.
Genenal'ly, the nesults in this investigation were similan to
findings in nelated research. These results offer several suggestions
for coaches fon the improvement of their coaching methods.
LⅢ ■●ム'F
Chapten 6
SUTIIIARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOHPIENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
This investigation sought to detenmine the participation motives of
youth soccer athletes and the relationship of gender, age, skill level,
and frequency of competition to those motives. Subjects (N = 180)
were administered the Participation llotives Questionnaire (P110) and a
personal background questionnaire (PBO).
llean importance ratings of the 30 participation motives ranged
from 4.58 to 2.37. The f ive most impontant motives for youth soccer
participants were to have fun, to stay in shape, to be physically fit, to
improve skills, and to experience excitement.
Exploratory factor analysis using principal components analysis
with varimax notations wene performed to identify eight factors of
participation motives, and factor rating scores (FRS) were calculated
for each. The eight factors in order of most important to least
important wene Action-Excitement (AE), Competition (C0), Skill and
Fitness Development (5F), Team-Oriented (T0), Achievement Status
(AS), Energy Release (ER), Social Status (SS), and Situation (Sl).
T tests were used to reveal the signif icant diffenences between
males and females in the eight factors. The significant differences
(p < .05) revealed were that males rated the AS and SS factors higher
in importance, and females rated the ER factor higher in importance.
Univaniate analysis of variance (AN0VA) techniques were used to
reveal significant age differences in the eight factors. No significant
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differences (g > .05) were revealed.
Univhriate ANOVA techniques wene use'J 'uo reveal significant skill
level differences in the eight factoqs. Signif icant differences (p (
.05) were revealed in the AE, C0, and T0 factot's. Newman-Keuls tests
were performed to specif ically locate these differences. Results
revealed that the below-avei'age athletes (BAA) rated the T0 and C0
factons significantly lower in importance than the highly-skilled
athletes (HSA) and the avel:age'skilled athletes (ASA). Further, the
BAA rated the AE factor significantly lovrer in importance than the HSA.
Univariate ANOVA techniques were used to reveal signif icant
frequency of competition differences in the eight factors. Significant
differences (g ( .05) were revealed in the AE and AS factors.
Newman-Keuls tests were performed to specif ically locate these
differences. Results revealed that the athletes that only competed in
the fall interscholastic season rated the AE factor lower in importance
than athletes that competed in one or two additional seasons and the AS
factor lower in importance than athletes that competed all year.
Results revealed that significant differences in the importance of
the eight factors existed between genders, skill levels, and frequency
of "competition groups, Lrut not between age groups.
Conclusions
The results of this investigation yielded the following conclusions
regarding participation motives and the relationship of gender, ?gE,
skill level, and frequency of competition to those motives:
l. The most important motives for youth soccer athletes are fun
(the most important), skill development, and fitness.
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Z. Motives of participation cbn be grouped into general categories
or factons. The eight factors iOent'iiieO in order of most important to
least important are AE, CO, SF, TO, 'AS, ER, SS, and Sl.
i. 6ender is a signif icant variable in the importance ratings of the
S5, AS, and ER factors. Hales rated the AS and 5S factors higher in
importance than females, and females rateci the ER factor higher in
importance than males.
4. Age is not a signif icant variable as there were no signif icant
differences between age groups in any of the eight factors.
S. Skill level is a significant variable in the importance ratings of
the AE, CO, and TO factors. The BAA rated the C0 and T0 factors lower
in importance than the HSA and the ASA and the AE factor lower in
importance than the HSA.
6. Frequency of competiton is a signif icant variable in the
importance r^atings of the AE and AS factors. Athletes that participate
only in the fall intenscholastic season rated the AE factor lower in
importance than athletes that participated in either one or two
additional seasons. These athletes also rated the AS factor lower in
importance than those that participated on a yean around basis.
Recornrnendations fo;' Further Study
The following recommendations for future study were made upon
completion of this investigation:
l. A study should be conducted with athletes from other sports in
order to assess the motives for each of those sports.
2. A study should be conducted to compare the motives of team
sport athletes to those of individual sport athletes.
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3. A study should be conducted with athletes from various parts
of the country to assess geographic differences.
4. A study should be conducted to compare the motives of athletes
under the age of I I years to those over the age of I I years.
5. A similar study on a larger scale should be conducted so that
each variable can be sub_iected to a separate factor analysis.
A.ppendix A
PRINCIPAL'S LETTER
Dear PrinciPal,
I am Terry Febrey, and I am the girls'soccer eoach at Wayne
Central High School. Currently, I am f inishing my Masten's degree in
spont psychology at lthaca College. As a part of my graduation
requirement, I am conducting a study on young soccer athletes.
The purpose of this study is to find out the reasons why young
athletes play soccer, and to see what will influence these neasons.
For example, will age inf luence thdse reasons? This information can
then be used as a guide for coaches to structure their methods to ensure
that their players' needs are being satiSfied. By increasing the players'
satisfaction, it is hoped that they will play sgccer longer.
With your agneement, I would like to ask your soccer coaches and
players if they would like to panticipate in this study. lf your coaches
agree to participate, they will be asked to assist with the following:
(a) Assembly and supervision of players at the testing site.
(b) Distr'ibution and collection of parental consent forms
(i.e., permission fonms). I wil'l be obtaining parental consent before
asking the playens if they would like to participate.
(c) Evaluation of the skill level of each player. This rating will be
I kept confidential, and players willnot know this process is being
conducted.
lf the playens agnee to participate, they will be asked to complete the
fol lowing two questionnaires:
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. 
( l)' Part'icipation llotives ouestionnaire: This 30-item
questionnaire is being used to f ind the reasons why young athletes play
soccer. 1t will contain such statements as I PLAY SOCCER BECAUSE:
I like to have fun.
I want to imProve mY skills.
- I want to stay in shaPe.
The players will be asked to rate how important each statement is to
them.
(2) Personal background questionnaine: This 6-item
questionnaine is being used to gather' information about the players' ages,
genden, how often they play Soccer, how many years they have piayed
soccer, and what other sponts they 0lay.
Players will be able to f inish both in 45 minutes on less. An
alternate activity will be pnovideC fon those who do not wish to
participate in this study. This study will ta|<e place at your school
during one of the indoor soccer practices or prior to one of the games.
Both the participation of the coaches and players is voluntary.
Even af ten they have agreed to participate, either can change their mind
and stop at any time. There are no apparent physical, psychological, or
social nisks for anyone participating in this study.
All information will be kept conf idential. No one will know the
names of the athletes, coaches, or schools participating. The only
people who will be looking at the players' individual answens will be
myself, Dr. Wuest, and Dr. Eskridge of lthaca College. All information
will be analyzed on a group basis natherthan an individual basis.
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lnformafion gathered will be used only for the purpose of this study.
lf you agree to having this study conducted at your school, please
sign the attached form. Also, if you would like me to notify other
dchool administrators, please list them on this form,
lf you have any questions about this study, you can call me at
Wayne Central High School (315) 524-281| , or at home (716)
265-0128. I thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Terry Febrey
PO Box 52
union Hill, N.Y.
14563
1 have read the above letter, understand it, and agree to having this
study conducted in my school.
Signature Date
Please list below any other school adrninistrators you would like rlle to
notify.
1.
Appendix B
INFORIIED CONSENT FORI1 (COACH)
(a) Puroose of the study. The purpose of this study is to find
out the reasons why young athletes play soccer, and t0 see what
will inf luence these reasons. For example, will age inf luence
these reasons?
(b) Benef its. Thi"s information can then be used as a guide for
coaches to structure their methods to ensure that their players'
needs are being satisfied. By increasing the playens'
satisfaction, it is hoped that they will play soccen longen.
Plethod. I would like to ask fonyour assistance as outlined below.
(a) I would like your permission to ask your playens if they would
like to panticipate. lf your players agree to participate, they will
be asked to complete the following two questionnaires:
( l) Participation Plotives Ouestionnaire: This 30-item
questionnaine is being used to f ind the reasons why young athletes
play soccer. lt will contain such statements as I PLAY S0CCER
BECAUSE:
- I like to have fun.
- I want to impnove my skills.
- I want to stay in shape.
Your player will be asked to rate how important each statement
is to him/hen.
Q) Personal background questionnaire: This 6-item
questionnaire is being used to gather information about youl^
2.
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players'ages, gender, how often they play soccer, how many years
they have played soccer, and what other sports they play.
Players will be able'uo finish both in 45 minutes or less.
This study will take place at your school during one of the indoor
soccer practices or pi'ior to one of the games (at youi'convenience).
(b) I will need your assistance in assembling and supervising
players at the testing site. You will be asked to arrange for
a testing site on your school grounds and notify players of
this date, place, and time. During the testing period, I
will need you to supervise an alternate activity for those
who do not wish to participate in this study. These players
will assemble in the gym to participate in either a small
sided game, 0r a camp skill game (10-point leg pass,
head/catch, dribble tag, or knock out). The activity
selected will be dependent upon the number of players in the
gym.
(c) I wiil need your assistance in distnibuting and collecting
informed consent forms (parental permission forms) to and
from your playens' panents.
(d) I will need your assistance in rating the skill level of
each of your playens. The following 3-point scale will be used.
( l) Highly-skilled athlete: Plays 75- 100% of a game and
must be a starter. Has or will be receiving skill recognitions
such as All-County, most valuable playen, State Select, or
Empire State Games participant.
ギ・∴Jl、=  
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(2) Average-skiti6d athlete: Plays 25-74% of a game and
may or may not be a starier. Has not or will not be receiving
skill recognitions.
(3) Below-average skilled athlete: Plays less than ?.5%of a
game and wi'il not be a siarter.
The skill rating procedure is tc be kept confidential. Your
players must not know that their skill is being evaluated.
ln order to ensure conf identiality, I will be collecting this
information from you one day pnior to the testing date.
Total time commitment for coaches will be 2 hours.
5. Will this hurt ? There are n0 appanent physical,
psychological, on social risks"for anyone participating in this
study.
4. Need more inf ormation ? lf you have any questions about
this study, you can call'Terry Febrey at Wayne Centnal High
School (315) 524-281 I , on at horne (716) 265-0128-
5. Withdrawal f rom the study . Both youn participation and your
players' panticipation is voluntary. Even aften you and your
player^s have agreed tc participate, e!ther can change their mind
and stop at any time.
6. Will the data be maintained in conf idence ? All infonmation
will be kept conf idential. No one will know the names of the
athletes, coaches, or schools panticipating. The only
people who will be looking at your players' individual
lnitial-
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answers will be myself, Dr. Wuest, and Dn. Eskridge of lthaca
Coliege. All information will be analyzed on a group basis
rather than an individual basis. lnformation qathered will be
used oniy for the purpose of this study.
7. tn the space provtded. initial each paoe to indicate that you have
read, and understand the contents of each page.
I have read the above, understand it, and agree to:
(a) participate in the skill rating procedure of this study,
(b) give you my permission to ask my players if they would
like to participate, and
(c) assist you in this study as outlined above.
l acknowledge that l am 18 years of age o「older.
Signatune Date
School
|
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I haVe obtained your principal's approval on this study. Are
there any other school administrators you would like to have
approve this study? lf so,. please write their name and title
here.
Terry Febrey
pO Box 52
Unlon Hill,N.Y.
14563
岬 COLLECE LIBRARY
AppenCix C
INFORNED CONSENT FORI"I (PARENT)
Dear Soccen Parent,
P1y name is Ter'ry Febrey, and I am the girls' soccer coach at Wayne
Central High School. Curnently, I am f inishing my llasten's degree in
sport psychology at lthaca College. As a part oI m1l graduation
requirement, I am conducting a study to f ind out why young athletes play
Soccer, and to see what will inf luence these reasons. For example,
wi'll age influence these reasons? This information can then be used as
a guide for coaches to ensure that their players' needs ane being
satisf ied. By increasing the players' satisfact'ion, it is hoped that
they will play soccer Ionger.
I have discussed this study with the school's principal and your
child's coach. Both have agreed to allow me to ask your child if he/she
would like to'roiunteer to participate. However, before I can ask your
child, I must obtain your panental permission.
Enclosed is an informed consent form (parental permission form)
that explains the purpose, pnocedures, and confidentia'lity of this study.
After you have nead the form, please take a moment to discuss the study
with youn child, and ask him/her if she would like to panticipate. Aften
your discussion, please check the appropriate response, sign your name,
place it in the envelope provided, and have your child neturn it to the
coach.
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lf you have any questions, please feel free to call me at the
numbers below. I thank you for youl'consideration and cooperation in
this matter.
Sincerely,
75
Wo「k:(315)524-28‖(Wayne central)
Home: (716)265-0128
Terry Febrey
pO Box 52
Union Hill, N.Y.
14565
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' INFORIIED CONSENT FORI1 (PARENT)
(a) Puroose of the studlr. The purpose of this study is to find out
the reasons why young athletes piay soccer, and to see what will
inf luence these reasons. For example, will age inf luence these
reasons?
(b) Benef its . This information can then be used as a guide for
coaches to structure their methods'to ensune that thein players'
needs are being satisfied. By increasing the playens'
satisf action, it is hoped that they will play soccer longer.
Plethod . I wouid like your permission to ask youn child if
he/she would like to participate in this study. lf your child
agrees to participate, he/she will be asked to complete the
following two questionnaires:
(a) Participation Motives Questionnaire: This 50-item
questionnaire is being used to f ind out the reasons why young
athletes p'lay soccer. lt will contain such statements as
I PLAY SOCCER BECAUSE:
- I like to have fun.
- i waiitlto irnprove my si<ills.
- I want to stay in shape.
Your child will be asked to nate how important each
statement is to him/her.
lnitial
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(b) 'Per:sonal background questionnaine: This 6-itern
questionnaire is being used to gather informatton about your
child's age, gen'Jer, how often he/she plays soccer, how
many years he/she has played soccer, and what other sports
hershe plays.
Your child wiil be able to f inish both in 45 minutes on less.
This study wili take place at youl^ child's school during one of
the indoor pnactices or pnior to one of the games.
Will this hurt ? There are no apparent physical,
psychological, or social risks for anyone participating in
this study.
Need more information ? lf you have any questions about
this study, you can call Terry Febney at Wayne Centnal High
School (315) 524-2811 , or at home (716) 265-0128.
Wj-tnOnawat from tne study . Youn child's participatiorr is
voluntary. Even after your child has agreed to participate,
he/she can change his/hen mind anrl stop at any time.
Will the data be maintairred in conf idence ? All information
lvill be kept ccni'idential. No one will knciv'uhe names cf the
athletes, coaches, or schools par'ricipating. The only
people who will be looking at youn child's individual answers
will be myself, Dr. Wuest, and Dn. Eskridge of lthaca
5
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Coliege. All information will be analyzed on a group basis
rather than an individual basis. lnformation gathered will
be used only for the purpose of this study.
7. ln the space provtded, initial"all pages to indicate that
you have read, and understand the contents of that page.
I have read the above, I understand it, and:
(a)give you permisslon to ask my child if he/she
would like to participate in this study.
(b)would not like my child to participate in this
study.
I acknowledge that I am l8 years of age or older.
Signature Date
Child's name
Terry Febrey
pO Box 52
Unlon H‖|, N.Y.
14563
2.
Appendix D
INFORT-IED CONSENT FORH (ATHLETE)
(a) Puroose of the study. The purpose of this study is to find
out the reasons why young athletes play socce,', and to see
what will influence these reasons. For example, will age
influence these reasons?
(b) Benef its . This information can then be used as a guide for
coaches to structure their methods to ensure that their players'
needs are being satisf ied. By inreasing the players'
satisfaction, it is hoped that they will play soccer longer.
llethod. I am asking you to help in this reseach effort. As a
participant, you will be asked to complete the following two
questionnaires:
(a) Participation Plotives Ouestionnaire: This 30-item
questionnaire is being used to f ind out the reasons why young
athletes play soccer.
(b) Pensonal background questionnaire: This 6-item questionnaire
is being used to gather information about your age, gender, how
often you play soccen, how many years you have played soccer, and
what other sports you Play.
You will be able to f inish both in 45 minutes on less.
Will this hurt ? There are no apparent physical, psychological,
or social nisks for anyone participating in this study.
Need more information ? lf you have any questions about this
study, you can cal'l Temy Febrey at Wayne Central High School
lnitial
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(315) 524-281 I , or at home (716) 265-0128.
5. Withdrawal from the study . Participation is voluntary. Even
after you have agreed to participate, you can change your mind
and stop at any time.
6. Will the data be maintained in conf idence ? Alt information
will be kept conf idential. No one will know the names of the
athletes, coaches, or schools participating. The only peop'le
who will be looking at your individual answers will be myself,
Dr. Wuest, and Dr. Eskridge of lthaca College. All information will
be analyzed on a group basis rather than an individuai basis.
lnformation gathered will be used only for the punpose of this study.
7. ln the space provided, initial the previous page to indicate that
you have read and understand the contents of that page.
l have read the above, l understand it, and agree to participate
in this study.
Signature Date
Terry Febrey
pO Box 52
Unlon Hill, N.Y.
14563
Appendix E
PARTICI PATION MOTI VES OUESTIONNAI RE
DO NOT PLACE YOUR NA|1E ON THE ANSWER SHEET
DIRECTIONS
Below are 30 reasons for olaying soccer. Carefully read each
reason, then use the foilowing scaie to rat,e how import.ant this reason is
to you.
5 = very important (Vl)
4 = important (l)
3 = a little important (A)
2 = not very important (NV)
I = oot important at all (NA)
Circle the appnopriate response on your questionnaire. lf you wish to
change your answer, completely erase youn previous answer and circle
your new answen. Check to make sune you have rated each reason. lf
you have a question, please feel free to ask at any time. You may take
as much time as you need.
After you have finished both questionnaires, place all of your
papers in the envelope and seal it. Please hand your^ envelope to the
? coach.
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I PLAY SOCCER BECAUSE:
|.l want to improve my skins.
2.l want to be with my friends.
3  11ke to win.
4. l want to get rid of energy.
5. 1 like to travel.
6.  l vrant to stay in shape.
7.  1 like the excitement.
8.l like the teamwo「k.
9. l want to learn new skills.
10. 1 like to rneet new f「iends.
||  1 like to do something l・m good at.
12.  l want to release tenslon.
13.  | like the rewards.
14  1 like to get exercise.
15.1 like to have something to do
16.  1 1lke the actlon.
17   1 1lke the tearn spi「it.
18.  1 like to get out of the house.
19. 1 1lke to compete.
20.  1 llke to feel important.
21.1 like being on a team.
22.  l want to go to a higher level.
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
VI   I NV NA
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
■
3
3
3
3
3
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23. I want to be P'hYsicallY f it'
24. I want to be Popular'
25. I like the challenge'
26. I iike i'he coaches cr instt'ltctors'
?7. i want to gain status or
recognition.
28. I like to have fun'
29. I like to use the equiPment on
faci I ities.
30. lly par^ents or ciose friends want
me to PlaY'
VI
5
5
5
5
5
|
4
4
4
4
4
A
D
3
3
3
3
NV  NA
2    1
2    1
2    1
2    1
2    1
?
?
?
? ?
?
， ?
?
?
?
?
?
?
24
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Appendix F
PERSONAL BACKGROUND OUESTIONNAI RE
DO NOT PLACE YOUR NAME ON THIS PA6E
Please answer each item below.
l. ^- How old are you? (in years.)
2. 
- 
Are you male or female? (Write 11 or F in space provided.)
3. 
_ 
Did you play in an indoor soccer program last winter?
(yes/no)
4. 
_ 
Did you play in a summer soccer program this summer?
(yes/no)
5 
_ 
Counting this yean as one, how many years have you played on
a soccer team? (This can be any kind of soccer team. For
example, school team, recreation team, travel team, etc.)
6. 
_ 
Have you played on sport teams other than soccer? (yes/no)
lf you answered yes, please list the kind of sport, and how
many years you played on that sport team under the headings
below (see example).
Kind of soort Number of years olayed
Example: .Easketbali 'ueam 2 years
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